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poetry

I, too, dislike it.

Reading it, however,
with a perfect contempt
for it, one discovers in it after
all, a place for the genuine.
--Marianne Moore
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Chocolate

Fingerspaddle through
like long legs in bohemian mud baths,
Superlative, not one grain exists.
Molding a portion that hasn't yet melted
I imagine a marble mouse or
some gland from deep inside my body.
I form an S darker than caverns,
inner parts surface, spread, disappear
like private thoughts sealed by fading smiles
leaving only a trace of what lies beneath,
beyond air, beyond the edge of
smooth oils, and rich scent.
Warm then cool, the temperature leaps, slides
and impatiently I wait with the darkness
for a tempering to occur even before the experience
of years can come, to sweeten the bitter
of soil and sun and flesh.
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Father
A stubborn man bends over
the battered blue truck.
Showing his strength but also
revealing his weakness.
The years from the past fly
by in a flash.
He watched as his daughters
grew up so fast.
Never expressing his love, only
keeping it inside.
The core of loneliness is
overwhelming and hard to bare.
Hisworn and cracked hands fall
limp on his greasy overalls.
"I wonder whether I' II use a wrench
or a screwdriver this time.·

Untitiled
She dances up the mudhills in Lundstrom Park.
Living life like a fluttering butterfly.
She watches the garden grow with childlike
enthusiasm.
While mirrors break inside her children's minds.
Waiting for her touch of feathers, sometimes
you hear her pounding words out like a tympany.
No matter how hard she tries the meaning is always
stifled by a bedroom pillow.
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New Hope, N.J.
I'm against this development, but of course we're
lounging on the deck, It's sunny near the whirlpool,
we look across to what we can only speculate
is more plotted farm and woodland, and from here
we're grateful we can't see roofs, just the huge stand
of sycamores, my brother grins, his natural fenceline.
We walk to the peach trees just put in, like in our
old yard now cemented over, its sweet smell of peachrot,
our grandfather's success. And somewhere there my brother
sang Silent Night to make me cry over and over,
one way an older brother can get closer. Now he
grows things, but his garden's been stripped
by deer who appeared at a neighbor's waterfall.
We stand on their prints, he laughs at his failure,
just off the commuter train, with oily skin,
face in shadow, light with a martini, insulin.
Another night when I'm not here he'll sift
through magazines with his wife,
choosing furniture with a country air, my only brother
who never calls -- he says it's work, or
running his three boys to their games, never
his body breaking down. He mapped this life out
on our diningroom table before the remodeling.
Somehow we get into the foyer with our muddy shoes.
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And I feel guilty: too healthy, too much the favorite.
Before he was a father, he lent me his car for a year,
and before then, he told me, an arm crossing his chest,
where boys would try to touch, how to punch them.
I always listened then. Now we want to listen
to the crickets. I watch as he soaks, floats away
from his grip on the redwood frame. Tomorrow I'll go home
to my lawnless street he says he can't imagine.
There, I'll keep flying cards over
the Garden State, I'll receive the sweaters,
I'll know his new land at dusk him waiting on the deck, the heart stop:
the wild herd edges in to graze.
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Evading The Cold Trance:
Fire-EngineRed
I leave
My lipstick on
Your collar. Wine never tasted
So good.
I squeeze inside
Myself, a burst
Of honey love. Tears remain
My tombstone tribute.
Dead carnations crown
Muted shades of Victorian brown plaid.
I only wish that I had known your Christian name
Before rather than after.
I imagine what you said could never be. The cake,
Guests, acres of roses melting beneath my feet. Good.
Better. Best! A movie with all the right stars
Playing their roles flawlessly.
Murder is extroverted
Suicide.
We need a divorce
Of the soul.
I can name a dozen of your favorite playthings, can you
Count that high? Keys to understanding
The drama of it all,
Rusty. Rust. Rusting.
I hide in the wastepaper basket.
My plane crashes. 1984has come;
Going, going, gone. Orwell never knew resurrection
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Until now.
I will buy a softer shade
Next time. I will leave
Lighter lips. Wolvesbane, perhaps
Or hemlock.
Violet
Is used in love spells,
But blood
Kills.

Delivery Boy at Sam
Christopher left me,
Drunk and sober.
Baby blue BMW,
Accelerated over the edge.
He wanted me to drive
From a thousand miles away.
Cruelty:
·rake care of your own life."
Stop burdening me.
I've already lost my virginity.
I'II sit alone
In the park.
I hope he writes me
Out of his will.
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We slept together
When I was four, he was six.
Do I owe him
My life?
If I were God
I could give him a second chance.
He knew my true identity,
And our harmony still screams.
I'll keep his picture
Pressedto my lips and
pasted to my face,
fracturing my lines
of primal fear,
delivering the pizza
to the next guy in line.
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Photograph
ClickThere he was, as I turned
from the 3 lane freeway.
Hispale white face with lines,
as many lines as the crinkled,
coffee stained road-map on the
seat beside me.
ClickHe was as content in the
tree covered mountains, as I
in my metal coffin of a car.
The long white beard was proof of
the miles he had traveled and the
storms he endured.
ClickAnother mile on the odometer.
One hundred miles later I can still
see his eyes. The confused gaze as
it peeked from under the brim of the
dust clad hat, that shaded his brow
from the West Virginian sun.
ClickHe was as void of my world as I
of his. And I drove on.
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AN ETERNAL
FLAME
.. Wilderness in 1992, "The Cry From Nature". ..
I see only the campfire flicker
A distance between me and shadows of nature.
Still I notice their voices.
Drunken and sacred voices.
One voice is shrieking and screaming.
Then others follow it.
Bringsback one's old memories
Since Jesus became an eternal flame in a stable.
I know the struggling voice.
Everybody knows,
But nobody notices.
The Omnipotent was trying, trying and still struggling
And he knows He can't help them
Never ever.
No one knows what happens to us.
No one knows who they are.
But, just remember!
Just remember!
Can you smell the bloodthirsty mud
That imbibes all lives?
Can you taste the frigid water
That gives them a sacred birth?
Can you hear millions of coyotes
That crawl on massive sands?
Can you feel the huge rock
That was distorted by thousands pieces of rain?
Can you see the unimaginable sunset
Above the towering rock?

The End of The World
Walking around an anthill
Chaos in chaotic place. It's Eden.
Sad! Poor! Miserable!
A lot of ants go into a small hole
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Bumping each other.
They believe In what they do.
But they can't do anything alone.
They can't speak. They can't hear.
They can't apologize. They can't have gratitude.
There Isa purple sunset.
Isn't it bad? But it's bad.
As I'm rising, it's changing and changing.
Now It's pure.
Above the sky, I can't see nothing dirty.
But it's stillthere below the sky.
That's the boundary
Between heaven and hell.
The end of the world.

An Icicle Magic
In the back yard,
An icicle
Under the eaves
On the storehouse.
An old black dog
With white spots
Staresat the icicle's drip.
It makes a tiny puddle
In a hollow mud.
It splashesin the puddle
Again
And again ....
Then the dog
runs around
the rusty pram.
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SurvivalTechnique
Will you do the dishes? Just slips
off my tongue
with no underlying message, no
intended premonition.
NQ, and she walks away
with all the self assurance
of fifteen
into a bedroom painted blue.
I pause in her doorway
as she lifts
the window and climbs
to its edge,
but this is not even the second floor.
We are ground level
and she steps
to earth only a knee length away
into darkness and grass
and stars so near they become handfuls.
She finds her clearing
in the soft needles
layered beneath juniper, and waits again
for the sound of coyote.
Even the lake pauses as he located the moon
from his traditional cliff.
We are listening now,
opposite each other, sifting his howls
through our fingers
as if his voice were sand,
as if the moon were light.
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Butterfly
Its dusty wings press then
open, blending yellow and black
In variegated color. I savor
each wing spread, each closing
like a stroke of latitude
across this day of schedules.
Extracting nectar from clover
on a college lawn, it works
the cluster of white stamen. Unaware
of beauty, it only knows this struggle
along the edge of blossoms,floating,
landing, continuous. Unaware of the man
across the street
stomping mud from his shoes
onto the solid wood of a front porch
before he goes through the kitchen door, his veined
fingers full of bright green zucchinis.
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SilverDollarTabor
You learned the way to town as a young girl,
the same route your mother
would take years later as an old woman
walking down from the Matchless for supplies
and whispering ·spirits·over and over
into the face of the late-winter blizzard,
the way to the liveryman waiting
in the stall with clean straw, to the hotel
your daddy helped to build, you're smiling
up at President Roosevelt as he takes your hand,
romance more attractive in risk
but sheltering the same mountains
snow brought to those of us who lived alone.
You say you've missed your lonely ranges
but there's something in Chicago winter,
the wind off the lake maybe,
that lets in the warmth and keeps you
from freezing though long years would pass
before that bad winter in Leadville,
your mother on the floor looking up
to the cabin-ceiling, waiting for the cold
to take her, still whispering ·spirits,·
·spirits,·but to rafters that were falling
more invisible with each darkening hour,
the last night-wind she would ever hear,
strangely like yours, this hard northern
off the lake, the familiar voices wind
stirsat the mouth of the Matchless mine.
I remember the morning we found her.
We were hours digging through the snow.
She was frozen stiff, but her eyes were still
as blue and clear as the moonlight,
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something never tamed but soon forgotten,
her undying love, like that you searched for
In your last hotel room they found you
scalded, the water from the stove the only
blessing you ever accepted without grief.

An UpstairsWindow at Sunset
When you lean out the shades of green
in the maple become lighter
and the hill down toward the creek
drops off more gradually to rocks.
You like this warm light kerosene,
these empty rooms at night,
because when the dark wood darkens
a ballerina on a shelf in the library
begins dancing and you hear the music
of whip-poor-will and screech-owl,
the amber light that signaled
the body though old man Cargill
never owned a bloody axe
and the new snow
hadn't covered the weeks
of torture and love
in this upstairs room where he had imagined
as a child the smell of old wood
and the first cutting of alfalfa
when he opened the window, this house,
late evening, his feet still cold
walking from the barn in the wet snow.
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A mystery stone on Salisbury's grasses,
Stands parallel to your monument's axis.
Your ravaged colossus rest,
Like a cage of sand-scoured ribs,
And bone breast,
Who is forever frozen on land,
In stone flesh.
You are a strange wreckage of rocks,
Like a row of ancient dominoe blocks.
You hold no reason to be,
Like a triangle of lives-imprisoned Bermuda,
Never to be set free,
Who Isforever lost on water,
In swallowing sea.
You are best delineated by a straight avenue,
And a building block of curiosity.
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Loosened Leash
Give me an open night
Give me a day employed
Give me a day and a night
untimed and unpaid for ...
Where alarms can't scream at me
to pull me out of my calm,
Where no authority will send me
out of the clouds, or serene sunlight,
or sinful rain.
Let me take these unclocked hoursI'll write about green shades I see,
And rock with blowing sand dunes,
Or sing with nightfall mosquitoes ...
I'll observe the mud-skipper,
Or catch a salamander in mid-camouflage,
I'll dance and dine with the Komodo dragon
as I celebrate
my unleashed time.
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Up a Side Canyon
They have trained the water to talk, and it prattles
along a stone trough contoured by the house,
following its Instinct, unafraid of rock
or of anything but rest. It never decides,
"Thisis the place,· but tells Its long
history far up the canyon, a shivering life
we forgot, that we need more than a city,
more than any new vision. An old silence
waits beyond water, or road, or trail.
Inside the house they have draped the pelt
of a black bear, its glittering eyes on the past;
and they spread the soft fur of an arctic
wolf that came by a strange path
all the way from Russiato this hidden room
where at night the water talks and the bear
looks at the wolf, like a tawny dream
of Siberia. People go silent:
there isn't any canyon deep enough to hide,
only a sky and a faith and a wilderness.
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Riddles

l)

I lift a signal to the wavy grass, "Wait I·
It Isfar to those hills. Daylight
won't last. When the wind passes I hear
winter tremble again. Oh, Summer,
I was truly yours, like the willow, and the river.
Now I am tugging: "Come take me away:

2)

So I'm quiet-all of us who came down
from the mountains are like this. We listen a lot.
But I move sometimes, usually In the spring.
The mossesdon't fool anybody, they know
I'm young. I picked them up last fall in the rain.
These brothers and sistershere, they are mine.

3)

Everything whispers a little when I come
by, and the whole world waits. At dawn,
usually even before light, I start
rousing the trees. I rustle the birds
and they answer. I move the cattails and smooth
the water. When I hold my breath, I'm gone.
#(1-Tumbleweed, 2-Stone, 3-Wind)
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Tiffanyin Winter
I pass you
And,
Against my judgement,
I fear
You,
How can itbe
That you & I
Can, now, no longer
Group in that
Form
You
Are not
What I
Once needed
I
Am what
You no longer
Want

So you
&
Live
Livesunattached
Even
At
The
Core
Of
Our
Existence

c.

o v Ia tt
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We clash
In meanings
Ofme
And stretch
Our
Knowledge In search of
You
They
Are
2
And so,
I
Fear you.

Untitled
I watched us today
Your hand clasped around my breath at the waist
My hand clutched on top or yours
The other caressed your
Neck
Head tilted on my shoulder
As
We
Walked through the mist
And

I wonder

Did you notice my footprints on the wall?
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Image

of Grandma

words from dreams
flow through her,
creating miracles

Chief Silver Fox
Sunset is an old dying indian chief
Sitting silently in
Bright war paint
Colorful headress
Watching his council of brave
Discuss
Argue
Listen.
Much wisdom is held
In the clouds of his eyes.
Many things have passed before him
Sitting silently at twilight
Relishing stories gone untold

Fishingwith Grandpa
You know Marlene,
Our lives are like this lake,
Smooth as glass today with
No ripples
Unless,you get snagged by a hook.

w e I I s
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For double the vision my eyes do see,
And a double vision is always with me.
With my inward eye 'tis an old Man grey,
With my outward, a Thistle across my way.
--William Blake
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·morte di christo· (top)
·solstice·

(bottom)
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The seaman tells stories of winds,
the ploughman of bulls; the soldier
details his wounds, the shepherd his
sheep.
-Propertius
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Blackberry Jam
Sometimes I wonder whatever
happened
to my
uncomplicated childhood, when life was one adventure after another. Thosefeelings seem lostto me now. and I find myself frequently
trying to recapture them. I don ·t feel contented in the monotonous
rush of adulthood. There is an inherent restlessnessthat won't go
away. Stephen King wrote a story called "The Body.· which has been
converted into a movie entitled "Stand By Me.· It isabout four boys
who had heard there was a dead body lying along some railroad
tracks. many miles away. The four boys set out together to go and
view the dead body. The frights. adventures. excitement. danger.
and closeness they shared on their journey reminds me of my childhood, and what my life is lacking as an adult in a "hurry up and
succeed at all costs world.·
I grew up in a lushand bushy state of Oregon. Berriesof many
varieties grew wild and rampant. The air smelled fresh and crisp; a
combination of Douglas Fir.ocean breezes. and blackberries. Sometimes. even living out here in the desert of Southeastern Utah. I
imagine I catch a breath of salty sea air on the breeze. My memories
of growing up in Oregon are vivid. There was an adventure around
every corner. every day. and all I had to do was let it guide me like a
fairy story guides a young child into its grasp. Just as the four boys in
"Stand By Me· had a love for adventure. so did I.
I remember a morning when I was lessthan ten years old. I
can ·t remember my exact age at the time. but I was very young and
unworldly. I remember my goal was to reach China from my backyard. Someone had told me that I could do this. and I believed with
all my heart. I planned my course of action very carefully. Armed with
a spoon for digging. garden shearsfor cutting through the blackberry
bushes. and a mason jar of water for thirst. I began my journey to the
lower level of our large property. This.I knew. was the most likely spot
to reach China. The blackberry bushes were so abundant. that to
reach what I considered the "perfecr spot. I had to cut and burrow
out a tunnel through the bushes. After doing this. Iwas scratched and
bleeding a little bit, but I didn't care. I knew that it was only a matter
of digging the hole down through the earth. and I would be there! I
was so excited as I thought about China being just below my feet. so
I drank some water for strength and began to dig. With my small but
sturdy spoon. I dug and dug and dug some more. I was there all
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afternoon. and the hole got deeper and deeper. I hadn't asked for
help from my sistersor playmates. Thisseemed a private. personal
endeavor. and I was not wiling to share it with anyone. While I was
digging. and no sign of China was emerging. I began to wonder. Just
who was it that told me. "If you dig deep enough. you will reach
Chinar I stopped digging then. but I also had learned a valuable life
lesson.
I climbed out of the hole then. leaving my spoon and jar of
water behind. and began to make my way back through the
blackberry tunnel. I picked sweet. ripe. juicy blackberries all the way
back. Surprisingly. I was not angry or disheartened from being
deceived. A new adventure was already brewing. and I'd left the
China adventure behind me. lost in the depths of the hole I'd dug.
The idea I had for the blackberries caused me to forget all about
China.
For Christmas that previous year I had been given a "Suzy
Homemaker· oven. It had tiny. round metal pans to go inside. and
the food was warmed by the light bulb tucked snugly under the
baking rack. I took my purple. stained fingers and smashed the
blackberries into the tiny pan. and then cooked them In my Suzy
Homemaker oven. Afterward. I spread the hot blackberry jam on a
piece of bread and ate it. It was the best blackberry jam I have ever
tasted. even until this day.
I know now that if I make life an adventure. it will be. How can
I continue to lose sight of that in the hustle-bustle of adulthood? Life
islike the thorns on the blackberry bushes;they only cut and they hurt.
and they try to slow me down. but if I am determined to reach my
goal. whether it isChina or hot blackberry jam. I know that half of the
fun is in getting there.
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Deathwatch
The familiar sight and biting scent of hardwood smoke billowing lazilyInto the azure. cut-gem perfect sky brought me no expected
senseof physical or mental well-being. On the fire line. faced off with
a raging. leaping wall of towering ponderosa and stubby spruce
damned to the Infernal flames of a forest fire, where the raw heat
energy can effortlessly cause one-hundred foot. five-hundred-year
old conifers to instantaneously explode with enough concussive
force to rupture unprotected eardrums and knock the unbraced
from their feet. the genuine sensesof fear. mortality. and respect mix
with a bizarre adrenaline surge to form an intoxicating. horrible
natural high.
I felt no such exhilaration now.
Here. the shortly cropped alfalfa smoldered with creeping
inch-high interwoven flames. releasing thin wisps of weak smoke and
black-grey ash. Another eighty year old Queen Anne cherry tree
slowly burned into oblivion. tiny flames spiraling up through its bark.
entwining itstender leaves and newborn sour fruit in a deadly shroud.
Acrossthe orchard, down by my old house. a century old apple tree
died in a similarly necessary manner.
My job was to make surethat all the trees burned completely;
no exceptions. The rare parasite was an unforgiving enemy. not
allowing for mercy or gently removal by the crew.
These.however. were !ffi!trees. my most cherished escape in
the decade gone past. My imagination and memory flowed into the
demolished grove unbidden.
Theten separate rows. each one hundred yards long and ten
across. were staggered haphazardly through the curving third of a
mile length. At a quarter of a mile across it was one of the largest and
most respected orchards in all of the surrounding farm communities.
The imposing cliffs towering above were barren and hostile.
so the mixed-matched orchards were a welcome relief. My orchard.
the oldest of our trio. was the best of the retreats. Throughout every
season. the vale had a divine purpose in our (and by our I mean
myself and the other four boys who lived there) lives: To serve as an
area to release our daily frustrations with the overwhelming fact of
isolation.
In summer. spring. and fall. the mock gun battles and nighttime flashlight wars were prevalent. The apple trees. three feet thick
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at the base. served as an excellent look-out post or quick refuge from
Caesar. our rampaging. one hundred and seventy pound great
done. Caesar loved nothing better than barrelling down upon a
squealing boy and worrying him until he went limp.
I remember floating. naked above the waist. earthworm slow
down the thistle choked shoulder-wide irrigation ditch. a deadly.
black plastic Beretta in my pocket and a stiff rubber knife between
my teeth. dodging grey and black racers or the occasional
nightmarishly frightening bull snake. I would pull my dripping body
slowly from the muddy ditch and. with a practiced roll. slip into the
vibrant. waist high alfalfa in perfect position for an ambush of my
younger. lessexperienced friends.
An hour after a spring dawn. the sweet. sweet scent of a
million blossomsfrom a variety of pear. apricot. apple. peach. and
cherry trees and the melodic droning of several thousand honey
bees would drift through my cracked window. borne on the temperate morning breeze.
The afternoon Arthurian sword battles and occasionally violent games of tag or ·dirt clods· would be pursued with a fervent
determination. whittling away the days and gracing the unfortunate
with minor scars. or ·war wounds.· as we preferred.
The summer brought on the taller grass. deer flies. and epic.
desert-born ebony thunderheads with their terrifying beautiful lightening storms.
With fall came a rich apple harvest and an enormous pack of
striped skunksand grey foxes. The sour pie-filling apples and nasty
little crab apples made excellent hand grenades. hurled with impunity and mock insultsuntil one of the younger boys went home crying.
Completing the endless cycle. winter carried to us little snow.
but we were quick to use what we had. The open section of the field
gave us room for sculpted snow dragons and awesomely monstrous
snowmen to hack and machete chop back into nameless lumps of
ice.
And the accidents! Hardly a day could pass by without one
of us getting an interesting bruise of painful looking scrape. About
every two weeks. however. a truly spectacular accident would
occur.
Accidents like:
Aaron Poe getting arrow-shot in the leg by hisinfamous older
brother. Kevin. Or. when Aaron Poe was hit on the head with a
genuine Australian boomerang. My personal favorite was when
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Caesar chased Kevin up into an apple tree. Kevinwas foolish enough
to run away from that ravenous canine avenger, and was jerked out
of the afore mentioned tree he was hastily retreating up with a bone
rattling tug. Caesar inadvertently tore young Mr. Poe's pants completely off and happily ran around the orchard with his -kill.·
One of the better accidents occured when Kevin, at dusk,
tripped Aaron and sent his husky frame Into an irrigation tap-valve,
spraining hisankle and neatly snapping the quarter-inch plastic pipe,
sending a thirty-foot geyser of stream water into an ancient power
distribution pole, shorting out the system with a brilliantly illuminating
flash. It had been an eventful night. Not an hour before, I had
attempted an ambush of a four-point mule deer buck from my watch
station atop a grotesquely old apricot tree. As my feet came into
jarring contact with the ground, not ten steps dead in front of the
grazing buck, I realized my mistake: The bucks were all near the
climatic heat of rutting season. becoming fiercely territorial with any
living creature that dared to invade their privacy. As the buck
charged, a true understanding of my own mortality struck a deathblow to my pride. How I avoided any serious injury to my back.
buttocks, and legs from those whirling scimitars of antlers as I shot
back into the tree I honestly will never know.
Now. two years later, the orchard burned and burned. dulling
the sweet edge of my memories. My last, best anchor to home was
blowing into the clear sky. borne up on the early summer's pleasant
wind.
The next day, I drove home, purposely passing by the nightgrey char that once housed my playground of youth and a hundred
years of work. The blackened, slain apple trees once had been
fortresstowers; now their barren, leafless limbs reached up towards
the cloudy morning sky like a child reaching up for forgiveness.
The cold handle of my car door clicked metallically and I
positioned myself inside. I rolled down the soot streaked window
slowly. breathing in the breezy. freshly burned scent mingled with the
morning dew and tainted with the scent of cherry blossoms.
As I drove away, I saw the village's next generation of boys
streaming into the graveyard of trees, rubbing the thick charcoal
over their faces for camouflage and digging in their packs for their
plywood swordsand cardboard shields. The maintenance crew was
already planting Bing cherry saplings where their predecessors had
stood for a century. The grass,given time, would grow back fully.
I felt a little better.
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Leaving the Pacific Coast
On a Wednesday morning during an autumn heat wave in
Southern California some sixty years ago. my grandmother. as she
used to tell it. sat in a green-striped-canvas deck chair right next to
Joseph. who lay in the sand. She couldn't take her eyes off his
feet. She thought they were the most Interesting feet she had ever
seen. (Much later she realized they were the same long. boney.
graceful shape as her father's feet, and that. in fact. nearly everything about Joseph's body and demeanor were in harmony with
what she could recall about her father. Thisdiscovery didn ·t put
her off at all. but instead comforted her with its assurance of
continuity.)
She tried to concentrate on her book or even on the
waves. but she couldn't. Her eyes kept being pulled back toward
Joseph. glancing away whenever she sensed he was going to look
at her. He. she assumed. probably thought she was more than a
bit crazy anyway. so there was nothing to lose. She never knew
how strong her attraction for him was until today; until now. as she
looked at his bare feet.
My grandmother ran a boarding house in Venice. California. in the twenties. It sounds a lot chic-er than it really was. Oh.
Venice was chic. but the state of my grandmother's affairs was
rather shabby. She had a career; she had not been able to afford
formal schooling. Nevertheless. she led a full, interesting life. Her
father had died in the war. and her mother had died a few
months later of pleurisy. People usually didn't die of pleurisy. but
my great grandmother. according to my grandmother.just
hopped it like a slow-moving freight train to relieve her broken
heart.
•
Her parents had left my grandmother their house-which
had been built in the exotic. Italianate beach community in 1911.
six years after Abbott Kinney. the visionary developer. began
dredging canals in the desert-bought by her father on a whim
and a windfall. Fortunately for my grandmother. the house fronted
one of the canals. thereby making it a desirable place to live. and
easily enabling her to fill seven upstairs berths. She and her best
friend-a childhood friend. Millie. whose family had taken my
grandmother in when her mother died-cooked. cleaned. and
made a home for seven young. aspiring exiles. who had come to
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California to work In the movie industry.
My grandmother and Millie were very good at this. They
were excellent cooks; they furnished and maintained the house
with taste and style. and were clever and resourceful enough to
do it without spending money: they were given hand-me-downs.
they gathered In furniture put out on the street to be discarded.
and they sewed and constructed curtains. coverlets. benches.
and the like. Most of all. they were the kind of animated. intelligent. warm. and giving people that other people enjoyed being
around.
On more than a few evenings a month. much of the
household and assorted family and friends could be found gathered around the piano. singing the popular songs of the day off
sheet music my grandmother purchased for ten cents at F. W.
Woolworth's. My grandmother and Millie had no interest whatsoever In the movie Industry themselves. a fact that made them
even more attractive to their boarders; the two of them just liked
being a part of the lively atmosphere.
Millie liked it even more than my grandmother-so much so
that she was moved to study psychoanalysis with a radical professor. a Jungian. who lived two hours away in an all-but-deserted.
hard-to-reach canyon north of Santa Monica. My grandmother
constantly made fun of Millie-in a loving. good-natured. only
slightly skeptical way-partly for her cerebral pursuit of the emotions and partly for her thinking she could cure some of those mad
movie people. My grandmother believed that you could just let
go. That was mental health to her. Not that me. was able to do it
herself. but she had strong convictions about it nonetheless.
My grandmother had first seen Joseph several months
before the autumn heat wave. He had been playing mandolin in
a dance orchestra at a concert on the Great Western Amusement
Pier. He had spent four years playing with the famous Paul
Whiteman band. which he had left during a Western tour in 1924.
Now he played with local bands whenever he could. which was
often. thanks to his impressive credentials and to his sweet. flowing
mastery of a normally clipped. percussive instrument. and not. to
say the least. to his shy. tentative manner. After the concert. she
was introduced to him by one of her boarders. Stella.
My grandmother didn't know Stella very well. When Stella
smiled. her face became tight and compressed; my grandmother
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thought Stella's smile indicated politeness rather than happiness.
Stella was a very capable young woman. She was a secretary to
William Goodrich, a prolific movie director. Stella Introduced
Joseph to my grandmother the way a mother might introduce a
son, explaining him In the third person and allowing Joseph the
luxury of not having to make small talk. Her behavior around him
seemed to my grandmother to be characterized by the kind of
relief some women feel when they are married or have a boyfriend, when they are involved with and depended upon by a
man.
Her first sight of Joseph stunned my grandmother; she had
never met a man so beautiful-not necessarily handsome so much
as beautific. It was difficult for her not to stare. Whenever my
grandmother ran into them together after that, she, for the most
part, addressed Stella, practically ignoring Joseph completely.
What would be the point of doing otherwise, she'd ask herself.
Then, on that one morning, there he was, walking toward
my grandmother's green-striped-canvas deck chair.
Now, my grandmother's life consisted of several wellknown rituals; she was quite vocally enthusiastic about how she
spent her time. She attended ballet classesevery week, as she
had since she was ten, and practiced almost daily. She went
riding regularly in the Santa Monica Mountains overlooking the
sea, not far from Will Rogers' house. She maintained a garden
that she insisted be kept half-wild looking and worked in it every
morning devotedly from five to six, before she began serving her
boarders breakfast. After everyone went off to work, she went to
the beach, about a half a mile away, and read until ten-thirty,
when she had to return to set out lunch for the three people who
came home at noon. Except for her daily dance-practice regimen, her afternoons were religiously kept in flux: she'd either play
tennis, swim in the canal. walk, garden, socialize at a cafe, or sit in
on an anthropology, botany or literature class at U.C.L.A.,where
some of her friends had positions as professorsand lecturers.
Millie had been with her on this particular morning, and
noticed immediately, as only Millie would or could, how shaken my
grandmother became upon Joseph's appearance. He took a
place in the sand-he had no chair, no towel-next to Millie, much
to my grandmother's relief, and asked her about psychoanalytic
studies. Within a short time, though, Millie got up to leave.
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·1t·sWednesday,· she explained, my grandmother looking
up at her, her eyebrows raised on a silent plea, ·stay.· ·or.
Jamison will wonder what happened to me If I don't get going.·
As MIiiie walked away, Joseph smiled gently up at my
grandmother, his head resting sideways on hisfolded arms, ·oo
you have to go, toor
·oh, no: my grandmother answered, smiling, too. She
shocked herself; she was nearly at ease; her voice was spontaneously and uncharacteristically coquettish. They spend the next
hour in silence, my grandmother entranced by Joseph's feet and
confused by her forwardness. Finally,slowly coming back to earth,
my grandmother realized she would be late for lunchtime. She got
up, and so did Joseph. As he helped her gather up her folding
chair. her books. and her parasol. they stopped still.facing each
other, caught gratefully in each other's gaze for as long as they
dared-probably not more than five seconds. Then they walked
to my grandmother's house making small talk as easy as pie.
oblivious to the world they walked through. Joseph left. and my
grandmother. reeling, set out lunch.
For the good part of the next several months. Joseph
showed up for Saturday morning breakfast. even if he had played
all night. Sometimes. he came before Stella was up and talked
with my grandmother. squatting beside her as she pulled weeds.
Everyone naturally assumed he came to see Stella. who worked
during the week. However. Joseph and Stella had known each
other for three years of breakfastless Saturdays. Millie and my
grandmother knew why Joseph came.
·1would think you'd want to sleep late after a performance: my grandmother gently gibed Joseph as he strolled up
one morning following a Friday night concert she had attended.
·oh. um. Is it morning? Good morning; he said. standing
over her smiling. closing his eyes and stretching, pretending to be
just waking up. ·what time is it. anywayr he yawned. ·Hey. did
you like the new Jelly Rolltune we played last night? 'Jungle
Blues'?·
·1 did. In fact. I was hoping you could get us a recording
of it:
·rhat could be arranged. No home is complete without
the Red Hot Peppers.·
My grandmother stopped pulling weeds but remained on
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her knees. "I thought you really sounded wonderful last night.
That was some solo.·
·Ah.well. It wasn't much. but thanks. You're swell to say
so.·
"You're swell. too.· But my grandmother couldn't get It
out. She wanted to say It-surely bit wanted her to say It. Instead.
she rose up and walked to the shed to get her watering can. It
was another in a string of charged Saturday mornings. There was
no defusing; things weren't relaxed; the air between them was
taut. But my grandmother thought she could let it be; just try to
live with unresolved. unconcretized emotion. She didn't know if
she was being an emotional coward or a fortress of ethics. all she
knew for sure was she couldn't do anything. say how she felt; it
wouldn't be right. She thought this was the art of letting go.
"Thank heavens.· my grandmother would tell Millie from
time to time. "I have a live-in analyst-om: she'd add jokingly,
"that you have any influence over me.· My grandmother trusted
Millie to speak up had she really been worried. so she just enjoyed
feeling what she was feeling-the enjoyable parts-knowing not
everyone was lucky enough to. and tried to get through the stress
of the powerlessnessand hopelessnessshe felt.
You see. my grandmother believed that she was at her
best. that she fulfilled every goal of wit and goodness she could set
for herself. when she was around Joseph; and. of course. she was
struck by how he seemed to come to life whenever he was with
her. It didn ·t really matter what they talked about. Theirswere the
kind of conversations that lovers have. as though conducted on
automatic pilot; except that their conversations were all they had:
conversations suspended. circumscribed. and precious. like falling
manna that you know is meant for you but that you cannot claim
even though you can see it land and sit there waiting for you.
Tension between Stella and Joseph had always ebbed and
flowed. but with growing regularity. they could be overheard in
disagreement on the front porch. One day. they announced their
engagement-or rather. Stella announced It-to my grandmother.
A flood of relief poured into my grandmother.
By the next Southern California autumnal summer. Millie
was in charge of the house. and my grandmother was dancing in
New York in a company with Martha Graham. It was a wonderful
time to be young; it always is.
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Horses
Speeding through the world at 60 plus miles an hour. listening
to Car1ySimonslngabout being another year older. I glanced down at
my wrist watch to see how I was doing for time. Can't be late. so
unprofessional. even after traveling 250 miles to get there. I sit
confined by a shoulder harness and seat belt In my neatly tailored
black slacksand matching jacket. simulated leather briefcase on the
seat next to me. props for my grown up world.
•
•
•
They are still there. I see them each time I have to travel this
way. two horsesstanding side by side in a fenced off field contentedly grazing on the now dry grass. One black. the other light tan
with a slightly darker mane. I don't know who they belong to or
what kind of horsesthey are. but I have decided that one is a
palomino and the other a black stallion.
Our horses weren ·t real. just two branches on a gnarly old
cottonwood struggling to reach above the wall of the gully behind
Karen's house. I envied Karen that she had a gully full of trees behind
her house. Ionly looked out at another backyard. neatlygroomedwith
a patio and a barbecue grill. just like every back yard In our small
subdivision was. We lived on two identical streetsthat went nowhere.
with homes circling around and back up the other side. cul-de-sacs
as they are referred to. but what did we know way back then. Our
homes were in exactly the same spot on different streets and we were
both the same age and so fate said we had to be best friends.
We would sit for hours astride our branch horses. never
changing branches. her horse a palomino, mine a black stallion.
Palominos were better, Karen said. I always argued for black
stallions, but Karen said she knew because she knew horses. My
experiences with horseswere at the yearly county fair where it cost
two ten cent tickets to ride around the sawdust circle for three
minutes on sad little ponies who walked with their heads bent low in
shame. Isuspect Karen didn't have any greater experiences than I did.
but I let her be the horse expert.
It was on those horse rides that we discussed life and school,
Karena grade behind me because shehad a late birthday. Iwas allowed
to be the expert in issuesof school and teachers. We were both experts
on life. We spent most of our time at Karen·s because not only did she
have a tree and the gully. but she had her own room. I had to share
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mine with three other sisters. For five years we sat on our branches,
roamed the length of the gully, played at recess together or laid
lengthwise across her bed looking at magazines for new ways to do
our hair. I saved her siamese cat one summer when she thought he
had licked up spilled furniture polish, I gave it a bowl of milk. She
called her mom to come get us when we were down town shopping
and it started to pour and I had spent all of my money and didn't have
enough to take the yellow ancient city bus home. We learned to
swear together. sounding tough. cool and very grown up. United by
fear and excitement. we attended our firstdance at the YWCA and
stood by the bathrooms making fun of all the popular. perfect girls
who danced every dance. We didn ·t dance. We went to 4-H camp
together halfway across the state and foughtforthe love of the same
boy; Karen won.
But mostly during those first five years as friends. we rode the
expanses of our imaginations to far away places. We would one day
grow up and buy a ranch together. We would save the wild ponies
that we saw being auctioned off the TV news. Walter Kronkite had
said it was a sad dayforthe fading American West. Black stallior-isand
palominos and any other horse that needed saving would be on our
ranch, which would be thousands of acres. We would wear Levi's
and cowboy shirtsevery day and sleep out under the stars almost
every night. We would come and go with no schedule to follow and
never have to be any where we didn't want. on our ranch we would
always be where we wanted to be. The ranch would be In Arizona
or Utah or Colorado. we never quite knew because we had never
been to any of those states. Our image of the west was formed
watching Bonanza and the Lone Ranger and John Wayne westerns.
We would always be together riding our horses side by side. racing
occasionally to prove which type of horse was the best. Karen knew
her palomino would always win.
I went off to junior high and new friends. We saw lessand less
of each other even though we didn't mean to. Even as we drifted in
different directions during school years. summers still drew us back
together. We would always spend at least a few days in her back
yard overlooking the tree. working on the perfect tan while lounging
in green webbed lawn chairs. drinking Pepsi cola from bottles.
endlessly discussing boys and clothing. John Denver became our
favorite singer and we decided we would go off to the same college
in Colorado. Karen sent for brochures.
I moved away when I was in my senior year and I didn't even
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have time to say goodbye. I guess I felt like we· d always stay in touch.
I joined the Navy the year Karen graduated. she found a job at the
hospital in the billing department. It seemed like it was always that
way. me moving on. Karen left behind. When I came back to visit my
parents I always drove down to see her and to encourage her to join
the Navy with me and then we· d start our ranch. but she was content
to stay as she always had. She was the only friend from my youth to
make the 63 mile trip to my parent's house to come to my wedding
reception. We mailed Christmas cards every December. my address
different each year. hers the same.
And then one year there was no card. and the next mine
came back-address unknown. I called her brother. now living in Texas
and he said she was living in England with a lawyer she had met. He'd
have her call when she came back to the states. That was five years
ago. I moved to Utah and work in an office. not on a ranch. I have
not ridden a horse since I was fourteen and became too grown up to
goto the fair any more. I do not even drive a carwith a name like Colt.
pinto. Mustang. or Bronco. I wear tailored suitsand a dress once in a
while and I have only slept out once. in a tent. when my five year old
daughter had a slumber party and all the girls got scared in the
middle of the night. And as Id rive these 250 milesto attend a one hour
meeting I see the horses still waiting there for Karen and me.
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